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Category: Potable water, Wastewater,
Desalination, Water security, Mining, Industrial
Applications, Lift irrigation projects, Odor Control.
Sub Category: Consulting and
Engineering services.
www.arivalves.com

Company profile

A.R.I Flow Control Accessories Ltd. is one of the leading companies specializing in protection solutions
for water systems; protection from pressure transients and entrapped air in pipelines. These are the main
causes for pipe burst, collapse and fracture and result in water losses due to leaks and contamination due
to release of pathogens.
Founded in 1970, A.R.I Flow Control Accessories Ltd. has developed a wide range of products and special
software for various applications in water supply (municipal and domestic), sewage, industry, agriculture
and landscaping.
A.R.I Flow Control Accessories Ltd. has an application engineering department which provides surge analysis
and protection solutions for water systems including energy saving solutions with the proper use of air valves.
A.R.I Flow Control Accessories Ltd. is constantly responding to the demands of an ever-changing market
through an on-going development of new products.
The company has established its reputation for advanced, high quality and durable products (mainly
air valves and check valves), as well as for dedicated technical support services. All valve models
manufactured by A.R.I Flow Control Accessories Ltd. are standard but can also be custom-engineered to
meet specific requirements.In the recent years, the company has entered the ongoing worldwide effort
for water saving management and developed the UFR (Unmeasured Flow Reducer) for more accurate
water measurement and reduction in non- revenue water losses.
A.R.I Flow Control Accessories Ltd. has established its high quality assurance standards in compliance
with ISO 9001 and ISO 14001.
A.R.I Flow Control Accessories Ltd. products are made of various metals and non-ferrous materials, varying in
size from 1/2” (12mm) to 40” (1000mm) and in working pressures from 0.2 bar (3 psi) up to 100bar (1400 psi).
A.R.I Flow Control Accessories Ltd. products are manufactured in accordance with leading
international standards.
The valves are designed with a special emphasis on advanced and innovative design: top performance,
lightweight corrosion-resistant materials, minimum maintenance, durability and modern appearance.
Several patents have been registered worldwide.
Year of establishment: 1970
No. of employees: 160

Examples of projects

• Barvi Water Works, Jambhu - supplied air valves for a raw water project
• Mina -Anta CU + Zinc
• Milenium Sewage Project - France
• El Chaco - Surprta Project - Argentina
• Algorta Project - Chile
• Barrick Chcamo Alto - Peru
• St. Ives - Kalgoorie WA - Australia
• Collie Coal WA - Australia
• SingSpring Desalination Plant - Singapore
• Magataa SWRO Plant - Algeria

Technologies & products

Air Valves, Check Valves, Unmeassured Flow Reducer (UFR), Back Flow Preventer.

Objectives / Target companies

Consulting and engineering servicing companies for potable water, mining, industrial, desalination &
wastewater systems.
Back to Index
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Category: Drinking water, Industrial Waste
Treatment, Waste Water Treatment, Desalination,
Water disinfection ends De - Chlorination.
www.atlantium.com

Company profile
Atlantium develops and provides innovative advanced water disinfection solutions that help businesses and
municipalities build, expand and operate water-intensive processes. Our field-proven technologies have
combined UV technology with advanced optic principles to take water disinfection to levels never before
attained. Atlantium’s Hydro-Optic Disinfection (HOD) solutions are cost effective, environmentally friendly
processes that deliver unprecedented microbe inactivation, at industrial and municipal water flow rates.
Year of establishment: 2003
No. of employees: 50

Background of the company
The trend of decreasing reliance on chemicals and energy-intensive technologies is seen among waterdependent industries and municipalities worldwide and is complemented by an increasing interest in
implementing environmentally-safe water disinfection methods.
Atlantium is part of this change. its field-proven technologies combine advanced hydraulic and optic
principles, delivering environmentally-friendly and cost effective disinfection solutions. This is particularly
important in treatment for water-borne pathogens, such as Cryptosporidium and Giardia, where chemical
water treatment methods simply do not work.

Reference Clients

• Coca Cola
• PBG
• Nestle
• Danone
• AquaChile
• Marine Harvest
• Pfizer
• Teva

Technologies & products
Atlantium’s Hydro-Optic Disinfection [HOD] Technology:
Hydro-Optic Disinfection (HOD) technology. HOD systems are designed as primary disinfection systems
for a variety of industrial and municipal applications. Several unique features position the Atlantium
system as one of the most effective water disinfection systems today:
Atlantium uses its propriety High Intensity Medium Pressure UV lamp which are three time more
powerful than conventional UV lamps. Plug and play lamp connections make lamp replacement easy
and effortless.
The core of the HOD system is made of a large quartz tube that acts both as a clear water channel and
as an effective light trap using the “total internal reflection” principle. This unique configuration creates
a homogeneous uniform distribution of the UV light throughout the reactor’s cross-section and a dosage
that systematically achieves high micro-organism reduction.
A dual sensor configuration provides direct reading of the water’s UVT and lamp intensity, guaranteeing
light that accurately matches the requirements set by the user.

•
•
•

Objectives / Target companies
Companies that have activities in the Food and Beverages industries, Aquaculture, Pharma industry and
Potential distributors.
Back to Index
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Category: Sustainable environmental solutions
for wastewater treatment, air purification and
contaminated soil purification.
Sub Category: Water harvesting, sustainable
urban development, river and lake rehabilitation.
www.ayala-aqua.com

Company profile
Phyto-technology applications.
Year of establishment: 1989
No. of employees: 10

Background of the company
With over 22 years of practical experience in the field of sustainable environmental solutions, AYALA
Water & Ecology specializes in planning and executing holistic solutions for environmental problems.
AYALA uses natural, sustainable and durable elements, for rural and urban water management,
purification of water, air and soil, and for passive energy conservation. AYALA’s core product, the Natural
Biological System (NBS) is modular and sophisticated, relatively quick and easy to install, very simple
and cheap to maintain and can meet all regulatory demands.
Combining our unique approach with a variety of sustainable eco- management techniques, allows us to
focus not only on a localized solution, but also on an entire city, watershed or ecosystem, and to create
solutions that promote macro-scale lake & river rehabilitation, groundwater recharge, flood prevention,
air purification, restoration of local flora and fauna and reduction of energy use.

Examples of projects
Medium scale projects include: Purification of industrial wastewater, landfill leachate, urban sanitary
wastewater, gas station runoff, dairy and duck farm wastewater and more.
Macro-scale projects include: Masterplan for a city (Nice, France) and metropolis (Hyderabad, India)
for flood prevention, on-site wastewater treatment, groundwater re-charge, air purification, freshwater
conservation, etc.

Technologies & products
The Natural Biological System (NBS) technology is a sustainable solution for purification of water, soil and
air. It makes use of a range of natural elements such as plants with proven remediation abilities, sediments
with different physical and chemical properties and various hydrology regimes. This system relies on a
sustainable approach and is based on a holistic design, combining biotic and a-biotic elements. Together
they degrade, accumulate, extract, and volatilize contaminants of all kinds in water, soil and the air, acting
as a powerful physical, chemical and biological filter, simultaneously.
The system is “tailored” to the site’s ecological conditions using local natural and human resources, and is
designed to withstand extreme fluctuation, and to last forever.
The sustainable systems make minimal use of fossil-based energy, do not rely on human maintenance, and
have extremely low O&M costs.

Objectives / Target companies

Large companies, industrial/agricultural corporations, municipalities and governments that are seeking a
long term, feasible and ecological solution for their environmental problems.
Business cooperation with enterprises and\or landscape designers on various environmental projects.
Cooperation with environmental planners will be much appreciated.
Back to Index
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Category: HVAC Cooling towers water &energy
saving in industry and commercial, Renewable
energy, Energy efficient.
www.cqm-tech.com

Company profile
CQM a Cleantech Company develops and markets innovative anti-fouling and energy efficiency
solutions that keep industrial systems clean and continuously efficient. Its anti-fouling systems allow
customers to achieve increased operational outputs, reduced O&M costs, maximum efficiency and
overall performance.
Year of establishment: 1996
No. of employees: 30

Background of the company
CQM, has developed a breakthrough product for the CLEANTECH sector by promoting energy efficiency
and environmentally sound solutions to fouling, one of industry’s oldest and most pervasive problems.
Since 1996, CQM has been selling its patented Automatic Tube Cleaning Systems (ATCS) for heat
exchangers and condensers providing:
more efficient operation
substantial energy savings
reduced shutdowns and maintenance costs
minimal need for chemicals
The market for our products is vast, with our targets including:
Facilities: Up to 50% on water saving and 100% on chemical saving for office buildings, shopping malls,
hospitals, hotels, etc. by increasing the efficiency of their central HVAC and industrial cooling systems.
Power Plants: Up to 3% increase in annual electrical power generation of steam and combined-cycle
power plants.
Industry: Increased efficiency and reduced maintenance cost for petrochemical, refineries,
pharmaceuticals, food and many others.
With ten years of consistent sales and installations in over 3, 000 facilities worldwide, we have a proven
track record in the here and now. This is not an untested or regulatory-dependent product; it is already in
demand, in use and effectively curbing greenhouse gas emissions by optimizing energy consumption.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technologies & products

• ATCS- Patented Heat Exchanger Automatic Tube Cleaning System.
chlorination on site by electrolysis for remote drinking water site and sanitation of hot water
• SRCLsystems in hospitals.
Chemical Free Water Treatment System for industrial close and open water cycles: cooling
• SRStowers, cooling and heating loops, etc.

Objectives / Target companies
Energy efficiency solutions, water treatment, power plant.
Back to Index
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Category: Water Treatment, Wastewater
Treatment, Waste-to-Energy.
www.ctgholding.com

Company profile

Year of establishment: 2007
No. of employees: +300 worldwide

Background of the company

CTG is an international cleantech System Integrator that provides high-tech environmental solutions to
industrial and municipal clients worldwide. CTG delivers state-of-the-art solutions for water, wastewater
and solid waste management.
CTG currently maintains subsidiaries in South Africa, Peru, Chile, Israel, Spain, Turkey, Australia and the
USA. CTG also develops and supports additional activities in other countries by deploying local teams
on project bases. Each subsidiary is capable of providing end-to-end project services including needs
analysis, design, implementation and support. Leveraging worldclass technology and local knowledge,
CTG is ideally positioned to help municipalities and industrial customers improve the operating efficiency
and regulatory compliance of their environmental systems.

Examples of projects

Wastewater treatment plants for British Petroleum - BTC, Turkey - Azerbaijan
Municipal WWTP - Callao, Peru
Cooling Tower Water Treatment - E.N.I. Italy
Waste to Energy - Alier, Spain
Municipal WWTP - Yavne, Israel
Wastewater to Energy - Sopraval, Chile
Desalination Plant - Madrid, Spain

Technologies & products

Our solutions for the municipal sector include:
Sludge-free wastewater treatment system
Highly efficient, low-maintenance wastewater treatment system for small communities
Standard activated sludge municipal wastewater system
Energy-generating treatment of wastewater containing high concentrations of organic matter
Highly efficient, container-based, mobile drinking water desalination system for small communities
Small to big size desalination systems (salt and brackish water)
Arsenic and Nitrates removal system for well water
Our solutions for the industrial sector include:
Detergent-free laundry solutions
Chemical-free treatment system for cooling towers
Highly efficient, container-based desalination system for process water
Chemical-free system for scale prevention in a variety of applications
Advanced filtration systems for various applications

Objectives / Target companies

Municipal and industrial clients with needs within the water and wastewater treatment sectors. Civil
engineering companies.
Back to Index
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Category: Desalination, Industrial water and
waste water treatment, drinking and irrigation
water treatment.
www.ges.co.il

Company profile
GES Global Environmental Solutions is a recognized leader in the development and implementation of
cutting-edge water treatment. The Company has exclusive experience, expertise, and human capital;
GES has proved itself in dozens of projects both in Israel and worldwide in recent decades. In addition,
the GES chemicals division offers a wide basket of off-the-shelf products based on the ingenuity of
international companies.
GES has provided clean water to thousands of satisfied customers in Israel and abroad for many years.
GES provides solutions that are economically viable and meet all standards, on any scale and of any kind,
according to the customer’s requirements. It offers maximum availability, cutting-edge technology, and
incomparable quality.
Year of establishment: 1998
No. of employees: 250

Background of the company
GES enjoys the unique combination of considerable professional knowledge, the cumulative experience
of thousands of projects, and sound financial backing. The Company employs skilled personnel,
including some of the most experienced professionals in the field, working alongside a younger
generation being nurtured for the future. GES also represents many leading international companies,
and its work is based on the best quality, state-of-the-art products, equipment, and technologies.
GES has customers in many different sectors: chemical, petrochemical, electronic, and metal
industries; food and beverage industries; cosmetics and drugs; institutions; governmental authorities
and municipalities; industrial plants; military entities; and others.

Examples of projects
Palmachim Desalination Plant (45 MCM per year), Unilever MBR, Teva MBR, Xilinhot water and waste
water treatment plants, Dan- Viro.

Technologies & products
GES is able to customize clients’ solution that take into account both technology and environment, as
well as regulatory and financial constraints. GES allows you to choose the place, the time, and the scale,
as well as the cost and manner, of financing. You can choose either an overall solution or specific services
to suit your needs, including:
Detailed process planning
In-house planning and production of the facility
Skilled start-up teams
Experienced operating and maintenance teams
Advanced laboratory services
Financial solutions using Turn-Key/BOT/Water Outsourcing methods

Objectives / Target companies
Mining groups, municipalities, water engineering and consulting firms, civil work groups.
Back to Index
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Category: Water treatment.
Sub Category: Scale and rust control
in water systems.
HOP Engineering Ltd.

www.hop-pth.co.il

Company profile
Year of establishment: 1994
No. of employees: 30

Background of the company
The company manufactures the PTH - Water Improver to control scale and rust in hot and cold water
systems, for Domestic Industrial and Agricultural uses.
The company Exports the PTH Water Improver to around 40 countries world wide, and participate in
international exhibitions and profetional seminars in Israel and abroad.
Hop Engineering has implemented and maintains the quality management system 9002.

Examples of projects
PTH installations in private houses and in building apartments.
PTH installations in gas and oil companies, Coca Cola, steel manufactures companies, Samsung
factories, Cars manufactures factories, Mining factories.
PTH installation in water irrigation systems in gardening and agriculture.

Technologies & products
General description:
The PTH is installed in different and varied kind of water treatment apllications to control scale and rust.
Part of our world wide PTH clients are from Domestic sectors, and from industrial sector like gas and oil
companies, Coca Cola, Sumsung, mining factories, and agricultural projects.
Function of the product(s):
The PTH technology is unique. The device is made of stainless filter and an inner core of an alloy made of
noble and semi-noble metals.
When water flow through the PTH weak electric fields, and hydrodynamic forces are produced.
These forces prevent the adhesion and cohesion of the waterborne mineral particles( mainly carbonic
salts, Calcium and Magnesium )
These Electro and Hydrodynamic forces separate the molecules (especially Aluminum and Cilice) which
bind mineral particles.
Thus the mineral particles flow in the water without precipitate and with no interference.

Objectives / Target companies

We are participating In international events and we are looking for PTH agents / PTH distributors.
We would like to meet with:
Distribution companies of equipment for water treatment.
Distribution companies of filters / r.o systems, uv systems for domestic and industrial uses.
Import trade companies that are looking for unique product as PTH to control scale and rust l in hot and
cold water systems.
Maintenance companies or departments of Gas and Oil projects.
Distribution companies of general equipment for industry.
Maintenance companies for industry factories.

Back to Index
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Category: Sea & brackish water, desalination
for the municipal & industrial fields, water and
industrial water treatment, drinking water.
www.ide-tech.com

Company profile
IDE, winner of GWI ‘Desalination company of the year 2011‘ award, is a pioneer and world leader in water
technologies, with particular strengths in desalination. The company specializes in the development,
engineering, production and operation of advanced desalination systems and innovative industrial
solutions, such as green solutions for water and effluent purification, large-scale space heating/cooling,
thermal energy storage and snow making.
IDE recently introduced the IDE PROGREENTM product line of compact, eco-friendly, easy-to-deploy
containerized water production plants. This revolutionary product line operates without any chemicals
and is just the latest in the sustainable technology advances that IDE has introduced as practical, longterm solutions that help relieve the world’s water and arid region challenges.
IDE operates worldwide in conjunction with subsidiaries and agents, tailoring each solution to the
customer’s technical and commercial needs.
Year of establishment: 1965
No. of employees: 400

Background of the company
IDE was founded as an R&D focused enterprise with the aim of developing new desalination technologies
to help reduce Israel’s acute water shortage. Since its inception, IDE has established itself as the clear
leader of desalination technology and in cost-effectiveness for both thermal and membrane technologies
- such that many of the largest desalination projects in the world are IDE projects. IDE stands out as one
of the few companies with extensive expertise in both thermal and membrane solutions. To date, the
company has delivered 400 plants of various types and sizes throughout the world - a number that is
continually growing.

Examples of projects
IDE has installed some of the world’s largest and most advanced thermal (Multi-effect Distillation
- MED, & Mechanical Vapor Compression - MVC) as well as membrane (Seawater Reverse Osmosis SWRO) desalination facilities such as:
POSCO, Nuevo Ventanas: MVC plant
Minera, Michilla, Chile: MVC mining plant
CFE Mazatlan, Mexico: MVC Federal Electricity Company plant
Sorek, Hadera & Ashkelon, Israel: the world’s largest and most innovative SWRO facilities
Tianjin, China: the largest desalination facility in China
Reliance, India: the largest MED plant outside of the Persian Gulf
Cape Preston, Australia: the largest SWRO plant for the private industrial sector
Sarlux, Sardinia: The world’s largest MVC plant

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technologies & products
IDE has been leading technological breakthroughs in thermal and membrane technologies for seawater
desalination for almost half a century. Furthermore, IDE leverages its extensive technology know-how to
provide advanced industrial water treatment solutions, as well as innovative, green solutions to the water and
effluent purification, large-scale space heating/cooling, thermal energy storage and snow making industries.

Objectives / Target companies
Governmental Authorities, Municipalities, Private Water Companies, Process Industries, Power Utilities,
Refineries, Mines and Petrochemical Industries, Contractors, Integrators.
Back to Index
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Category: Desalination, Waste water treatment,
Water resources management.
www.lesico-cleanTech.com

Company profile

Lesico CleanTech is a pioneer in delivering sustainable technologies which recycle or minimize the volume
of liquid waste, primarily desalination rejected brine. The solutions not only help users comply with
stringent regulation, but result in substantial savings in real estate, installation and operational costs.
While clean water technology development and commercialization is our main function it is also a key to
addressing the needs of our clients who seek cost effective sustainable brine discharge solutions which
comply with ever growing stringent regulation aimed to prevent contamination of water resources. We
also provide our clients with specialized advisory services for implementing the value-added solutions.
Year of establishment: 2006

Background of the company

Lesico CleanTech is a subsidiary of Lesico Group (100%), one of the leading privately owned companies
in Israel’s development and construction since 1969. Lesico’s expertise as a developer encompasses
residential, environmental (BOT), energy and civil engineering projects.
Lesico CleanTech was founded in 2006 in Israel and over time has patented a number of platform
treatment technologies which enable liquid waste minimization by enhanced evaporation and a cost
effective high recovery desalination process with an innovative electro dialysis membrane stack. Our
products and services are designed to reduce significantly the acquisition and operation costs of inland
liquid discharge installations and optimize the use of natural resources and provide significant reduction
in footprint.

Examples of projects

1. Enhanced evaporation of Reverse Osmosis rejected waste in a desalination plant of General Motors in
North America
2. Enhanced evaporation of Reverse Osmosis rejected waste in a desalination plant in Victoria Australia
3. Enhanced evaporation of Reverse Osmosis rejected waste in a desalination plant in Southern Israel
4. A pilot of high efficiency electro dialysis is now undertaken in partnership with Mekorot- Israel’s
national water company

Technologies & products

General description: WAIV- Wind Aided Intensified eVaporation: WAIV is a state-of-the-art enhanced
evaporation technology operated by the wetting of evaporation surfaces, mounted on suitably
constructed modules. The device uses the driving power of the wind, which drives away excess humidity
from the surfaces to intensify the evaporation process by a magnitude of 15-20 times more than a
traditional evaporation pond!
Unique value proposition of WAIV: The WAIV serves as a cost effective alternative to brine disposal
methods such as evaporation ponds and brine concentrators with a drastically reduced footprint (uses
only 10% of the size of the land required for evaporation pond!) using wind instead of heat from fossil
fuel. WAIV also saves on energy costs by using less petroleum based raw material like Liner used in
evaporation ponds to prevent leakage. Overall, solving the brine disposal problem promotes brackish
water over seawater desalination and saves energy because brackish water uses less energy than
seawater and also less energy because brackish water can be desalinated where needed at inland sites
without depending on energy consuming distribution network.
Function of the product(s): The WAIV uses only 10% of the size of the land required for evaporation
pond!, using wind instead of heat from fossil fuel and also saves on energy costs by using less petroleum
based raw material like Liner used in evaporation ponds to prevent leakage.

Objectives / Targetw companies:

Construction, design & engineering water companies, Governmental water companies, Municipalities,
Contractors, Integrators.
Back to Index
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Category: Water and Irrigation Remote
Control and Monitoring, Water Resources
Management, Telemetry.
www.mottech.com

Company profile

Mottech Water Control Solutions Ltd. is the Master Global Distributor of Motorola for the IRRInet remote
control and management solutions.
Motorola is a world leading designer, manufacturer and supplier of computerized irrigation and water
distribution control systems. Since 1968 Motorola offers a dedicated water and irrigation control
system for landscape irrigation, indoor and outdoor green spaces, greenwalls, highway medians, water
distribution applications, storm water and agricultural schemes.
Computerizing a water and irrigation system may save valuable resources, including water, energy and
labor. The ability of centrally manage multiple sites and make on-line modifications to the process helps
in managing one of the most valuable resources: Time.
All products are designed for simple installation and remote service. Mottech ensures long term and
dependable operation while meeting Motorola’s exacting standards.
Mottech and Motorola constantly develop new products and integrated solutions based on a forwardlooking strategy coupled with backward compatibility with legacy products.
Year of establishment: 1988
No. of employees: 90

Examples of projects

• Calgary, Canada - Landscape application
• Melbourne, Australia - Landscape application
• Bradano Valley, Italy - Water distribution and agricultural application
• Athens Olympic Stadium Complex, Greece - Landscape application
• Lake Hills Golf Country Club, Korea - Water distribution application
• Drocasa, Peru - Agricultural application
• Lyon, France - Landscape application

Technologies & products

The IRRInet system is comprised of two main components:
IRRInet family of products
ICC and IMS management software tools
In-field wireless and wireline control units communicate with the central PC/Server and workstations.
The IRRInet offers significant advantages by providing features that demanding customers are looking for:
Cost effectiveness and value-for-money
Fast Return on Investment
Reliable wireless and wire-line communication
Modular and flexible system
Simplicity in installation, operation and maintenance
Top-notch performance
The IRRInet system creates an end-to-end control solution, providing easy-to-use and best value for
money remote control and monitoring tool.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Objectives / Target companies

• Water/irrigation design & engineering companies
• System integrators and contractors for water applications
• Decision makers in municipalities, water companies, irrigation service companies, agricultural firms
organizations seeking long-lasting, reliable and cost effective centralized water
• Water-related
control solutions

Back to Index
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Company profile

Category: Drinking water and waste water
treatment systems for the Municipal and
Industrial areas.
Sub Category: Water Filtration, Sea Water
Desalination, Waste Water Treatment and
Recycling.

Odis is a world wide provider of state-of-theart Water Treatment plants and solutions. It
www.odisfiltering.com.
has over 27 years of experience in the design,
www.odis.com.mx
manufacturing, installation and commissioning
of water treatment plants which enable turning
sea water, ground water, surface water or
wastewater into quality water.
Among our worldwide customers you can find reputable multinational corporations, national water supply
companies, municipalities and government agencies.
ODIS has used its many years of experience in the industry to develop complete treatment systems.
Odis’ modular approach provides our customers with easy to operate and cost-effective plants. The units are
trouble-free systems capable of enduring in any operating environment with minimal maintenance efforts.
Year of establishment: 1978
Number of Employees: over 230
Representative in Mexico: Odis Asversa S.A DE C.V.

Technologies used

Odis uses the most advanced technologies to provide the best solutions tailored to the customers needs.
Water and Waste Water Treatment technologies:
Membrane technologies for water desalination, demineralisation and purification. This includes
Reverse Osmosis (RO), Micro Filtration, Ultra Filtration and Nano Filtration technologies. Deep bed
multi-media filtration & Activated Carbon absorption. Sedimentation and Settling & MBR Biological
Reactors Oxidation Separation Disinfection Ion Exchange.

Projects and past experience

ODIS offers a variety of contract forms such as BOO(T), and turnkey projects. ODIS has a worldwide presence,
with projects in Europe, Asia, USA, South America, Australia and Africa. Many of our clients are government
customers and State water companies such as Columbia Metropolitan Airport USA, Hydroven- Venezuela,
DSI-Turkey, Mekorot- Israel, United Nations Peace Keeping Missions and the Israeli Air Force. Among our
Business customers, one can find Heinz, Ford, Schering Plough, food industry, oil refineries and many others
known companies worldwide.
Some of our recent projects are:
A turn-key project for the supply of an industrial water treatment plant for Chile food industry with the
capacity of 2,400 M3/day
A turn-key project that provided a Brackish Water Desalination Sulphite removal Plant for a government
water supplier- Mexico with the capacity of 20, 000 M3/day.
The supply of more than 200 (Two hundred) compact and mobile water desalination plants to the UN
Peace Keeping missions.
The construction of water treatment plants in Romania as part of a World Bank’s project. The project
provides purified water to over 600 villages in rural areas of that country.
Mekorot - Israel National Water Company: Brackish Water RO Desalination Plant.
Electrical Power Station - RO desalination plant for boilers feed water.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Objectives / Target companies

Local authorities such as local municipalities, water supply companies. Industrial end customers such as:
Power Stations, Hotels and hospitals, Chemical and Pulp & Paper companies. Potential partners such as:
Engineering Companies, Integrators Large Civil contractors that work in the water industry.
Back to Index
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Category: Water and wastewater treatment,
recycling and reclamation.
Sub Category: R&D, Consulting and
engineering services.
www.ph2o.net

Company profile
Year of establishment: 2007
No. of employees: 5

Background of the company
pH2O was established in 2007 by an experienced multi-disciplinary team introducing new technology
of chemical free, water treatments. In house R&D and a team of consultants technologies enable the
company to cater to our client’s specific needs. Our technology is zero-discharge and enables the recovery
of water and other valuable raw materials.

Examples of projects
pH2O has designed, built and operates a full scale combined unit for washing landfill disposal trucks
after they dump the waste and before leaving the landfill which is a becoming a global environmental
regulation. The unit purifies and recycles the washing water while eliminating odor with no added
chemicals and with zero discharge.

Technologies & products
All products incorporate ectrochemically based technology without the need to add chemicals for any
of the process while achieving total control and maintenance of water pH. pH2O propriety technologies
maintain lower total cost of ownership (TCO) with a short ROI. pH2O converts hazardous wastewater
streams into recyclable water or allows for discharge in line with the most stringent regulations.
Products:
pHAW (pH Activated Water): producing in 0.1 precise range from pH 2-13 with very high ORP. ( -980
- +1150) for use in industrial process. The pHAW is used for total precipitation of heavy metals in
wastewater.
EC A new design of an Electro- Coagulator with Aluminum /Iron electrodes
EFS (Electro Floto Sludge) an electroflotator, producing micro bubbles of H2, O2 and Chlorine (EFS)
adhering to TSS while separating and removing the contaminants from wastewater. The reduced
sludge concentrates heavy metals for reclamation
All devices are easy to install and fully automated. Remote monitoring is optional.

•
•
•

Objectives / Target companies
Seeking strategic partners, system integrators and customers looking for in-situ small foot print
cost effective sustainable technologies in the following niches: PCB, Metal coating, Oils and fats,
pharmaceutical, print, pulp & paper, high COD& BOD waste water.
Back to Index
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Category: Industrial water treatment, Drinking
water, Water resources management.
Sub Category: Desalination plants.
www.uet.co.il

Company profile

UET’s representative in South Africa - WESU, Water Engineering Systems Unlimited.
Year of establishment: 1992
No. of employees: 30

Background of the company

UET was started in 1992 by David Sherzer. His experience in water treatment actually began in Dead Sea
Bromine when he was the Chief Process Engineer of the group. At this position he had the responsibility
for: utilities water systems, process water systems and special water qualities demands, together with
highly sophisticated chemical production.
UET offers solutions for a wide variety of applications including in the industrial, commercial, civilian and
agricultural sectors.

Examples of projects

DeBeers mines- south Africa ASSMANG CHROMO- south Africa TKS- Thyessen krupp Germany
Netafim- Israel S&C- USA Northern university- Illinois- USA Constab-Germany
Walter rau- Germany Machteshim-Agan-Israel IAI-Israel aircraft industry TNUVA dairy- Israel

Technologies & products

General description: UET have developed, installed and implemented successfully, more than 3,500
water treatment systems. UET products are based on a mathematical algorithm in the field of chemical
engineering for the production of a process unit composed of a “green” reactor and settler (Green
Machine). The calculated amount of scale, corrosion products and bio life are being produced in the UET’s
reactor and settled in the UET’s settler. The driving force for the reactor is partial electrolysis of the water.
The process unit is tailored to specifications, manufactured, and delivered to the customer, including the
highest level of engineering and technical support.
UET’s technology is a complete techno-economic substitute for existing technologies, including chemical
additives, acids, flocculants, water improvement systems such as softeners, reverse osmosis (RO)
systems, etc.
Due to sustainable unique advantages, UET can provide genuine Total Water Management, which can
allow factories to work with ”zero discharge”.
UET is providing those solutions to cooling towers, Reverse Osmosis pre-treatment, Hot water, Fe
removal, closed cold & hot water systems and process water systems.
Function of the product(s): Special experiences in water treatment:
Recycling RO reject as make up to cooling towers instead of drinking water.
Reducing the blow down from the cooling systems up to ”zero discharge”
Pre treating RO systems without using softeners.
Reducing the costs of RO water by 25%.
Removing Fe and Mn without using aeration ponds.
Improving desalination processes.

•
•
•
•
•

Objectives / Target companies

We hope to make contact with companies that UET can partner with and together to expand both
companies business.
Back to Index
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Category: Waste water treatment, Drinking
water, Consulting and engineering services,
Desalination - post treatment.
Sub Category: Biological Nitrate removal from
contaminated wells, biological post treatment for
desalinated water, biological water enhancement.
www.waterevive.com

Company profile
WateRevive is a part of Ofra Aqua Plants group. The company specializes in different implementations
of Constructed wetlands. We design and construct tailor made solutions for domestic, agricultural
and industrial waste water. River & Lake Management and Natural swimming pools. In addition
WateRevive’s technology purifies water while preserving vital elements such as vitamins, enzymes and
anti-oxidant.
Year of establishment: 2010
No. of employees: 4

Background of the company
WateRevive’s headquarter is in Zipori, where experiments and Beta Sites are carried. WateRevive has
developed state of the art technologies (patent pending) for biological treatment and enhancement of
drinking water, with no environmental adverse effect: no residual materials, no energy input and no
chemicals. The system is low cost, easy to maintain, has a positive footprint and produces high quality
drinking water.

Examples of projects
The group had designed and constructed more than 200 projects including dairy farms, gas stations,
landfill leachate, cosmetic factory, and river & lake management. In addition, the group had designed and
built dozens of projects of natural swimming pools and ornamental ponds in Israel and abroad.

Technologies & products
WateRevive provides feasibility tests, engineering, designing, construction and maintenance.

Objectives / Target companies
The company addresses municipal and government agencies, water corporations and real estate
entrepreneurs. WateRevive also serves the private sector.
Back to Index
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Category: Drinking water, Water security, Water
resources management.
Sub Category: Water solutions for Water
challenged areas & emergency situations.
www.watersheer.com

Company profile

Water Sheer is an innovative and leading provider of water purification and distribution systems and
solutions, mainly for water challenged regions and emergency / crisis situations.
Water Sheer’s innovative purification systems treat organic, biologic and chemical water contaminators.
The emergency products line provides advanced and comprehensive solutions for situations such as:
Natural and other disaster
Temporary lack of drinking water
Difficulties in moving / distributing water
Supplying water to deploying / moving forces
Humanitarian aid efforts
The company offers a full consulting and solution planning for countries, organizations and projects.
Our solutions and products are aiming towards the following main market segments:
Water emergencies and crisis
Humanitarian aid efforts
Community solutions in water challenged regions
Water supply for moving forces and teams
Tourism to water challenged regions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Background of the company

Water Sheer a private held company, established in 2007. The company is based at the Air Port City in
Lod, with R&D and manufacturing in Israel.

Examples of projects

Established in 2007, the company achieved first sales in 2008 and has costumers in Israel and abroad.
Water Sheer’s products were a major component of the Israeli government humanitarian aid to Myanmar
(2008), Taiwan (2009), Haiti (2010).
Following its approval by the Israel national water authority as an official supplier in November 2009,
water Sheer has made its first sales of emergency solutions to the municipal market in Israel.
Technologies & products
Water Sheer provide a diversified line of solutions based on the following main sets of products:
1. Sulis Personal Purification Device
2. Sokol1™ Multi-Liter Water Purification System
3. Sokol Alert™ Foldable Purification System for Single-event (crisis) Use
4. Portable Emergency Water Supply, Mobilization and Distribution Systems
5. Low pressure Water Purification system
Water Sheer can provide tailor made solutions based on the above lines, to Suit the specific needs and
situation on the ground.

Objectives / Target companies

Water sheer is targeting the following prospects:
Governmental bodies (Municipal / provincial / Federal) responsible for Water management,
Emergencies and crises preparations and management, etc.
Humanitarian aid agencies and NGO’s
Defense and Military forces
Potential partners / distributors with activities in the above segments

•
•
•
•

Back to Index
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Category: Filtration & Water Treatment.
www.yamit-f.com

Company profile
Year of establishment: 1985
No. of employees: 190

Background of the company
YAMIT ELI is a leading international provider of water and wastewater treatment and filtration systems
and services with customers across the world.
The company has customer sites and installations in Asia, Central and South America, South and
Southern Africa, Europe and Australia.
YAMIT E.L.I international headquarters is located in Israel with YAMIT EU European headquarters in
Amsterdam, Netherlands, YAMIT China headquarters in Beijing and YAMIT Southeast Asia headquarters,
in Manila, Philippines. In addition, the company plant and manufacturing facilities are in Israel.

Examples of projects

• Nagua and Guayabito drinking water project, Dominican Republic
• Termocandelaria electric power plant, demineralized water supply, Colombia
• Numerous reuse and effluent treatment systems for Mekorot- Israel Water supply Co.
• Manila emergency containerized water systems- Philippines
• Simunye, Ezoalini drinking water systems- Swaziland
• Numerous industrial water treatment projects- China
• Chimuluacan treatment system- Mexico

Technologies & products
General description:
water and wastewater treatment and filtration systems and services.
Function of the product(s):
water sources development or improvement, desalinization, waste water treatment and re-use, filtration
of polluted, contaminated or dirty water for agriculture, industry, municipal uses.

Objectives / Target companies
Distributors, agents, contacts in the municipal or national water systems procurement, turn-key projects.
Back to Index
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